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1o Introduction. Control theoretic studies of elliptic differential
operators constitute a rapidly growing area of partial differential equa-
tions. The area has a substantial possibility of producing many interesting
problems of p.d. equations. In these studies, bounded or unbounded feed-
back operators enter the given elliptic operator in any form. We consider
in this paper a typical elliptic system (, r) in a connected bounded domain
Y2 of ]R with a finite numler o smooth boundaries F o (m-1)-dimension.
More precisely, let denote a uniformly elliptic differential operator of
order 2 in Y2 described by

x ((x) u) u.fu---- E a +Ebb(x) 3.x-..+c(x)u,,i,j=l ,j t=1

where a(x)--a(x), 1_i, ]_m, and x e 9. Associated with

_
is a gener-

alized Neumann boundary operator r described by

ru --U-u +a(Du,

where 3/=.=xa()a()3/3x, and (a@), ", ,()) indicates the out-
ward normal at e F. Let us define a linear operator L in L(9) by

Lu=.Eu, u e 2(L)={u e H(9) ru--O on F}.
All norms hereafter will be L(2) or _(L(9))-norms unless otherwise
indicated. Necessary regularity of the coefficient unctions in L is
course assumed. As is well known [3], there is a sector
such that _. is contained in p(L), and

const

where 2={2; O_[arg2[_}, 0<a</2, and the upper bar indicates the
closure of a set. Choose a positive constant c(a), and set Lo=L+c.
Then fractional powers of the operator Lo are well defined. As is well
known [2], we have a relation
( 1 ) _@(L) H2(Y2), 0 <_ <3/4
with equivalent norms. The relation has played an important role in the
study of boundary control systems.

Let us introduce an operator M as

(2) Mu=Fu, u e _q)(M)= {u e H(Y2) ru=5 (u, w}h on F}.
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Here, <.,.} indicates the inner product in L((2), w given observation
weighting functions belonging to L((2), and h actuators belonging to
H’/(F). Thus the boundary condition is described in feedback form. The
operator M is connected with the stabilization problem of the differential
equation in L(2)

(3) dU +Mu-- O u(0)--u0.
dt

It is the purpose of the. paper to derive a generalization of the relation (1)
to fractional powers of M. The. generalization is fundamental in analysis
and synthesis of eqn. (3) Some preliminary results are stated as follows"

Proposition 1,1. The operator M is closed, and the ad]oint operator of
M is given by the formula

P
M*v=.ff*v-- , (v, h}rw,

(4) --v e (M*)=(L*)={v e H((2) v*v=O on F},
where the pair (A:*, r*) indicates the formal ad]oint of (_C, r), and <.,. }
the inner product in L(F).

It is standard to show that there is a fl(>a) such that X_--X--fl is
contained in p(M*) (and therefore in p(M)), and that

< const(-M)- (--M*)- ]l_i + i1,
Thus --M generates an analytic semigroup exp(--tM), t>0. Given a

/>0, it is possible to choose an integer p, w, and h, 1 <_k<_p so that the
elosed region 2_,s (2; Re2/} is contained in p(M), e.g., [7]. This is a
stabilization result for eqn. (3), and is our assumption throughout the
paper (there are many other works on stbiliza.tion in existing literature).
Fractional powers of the operator M are. well defined.

2. Main result. Our main result is simply stated as follows"
Theorem 2.1. The relation )(MO--(L)--H(12), 0wl/2 holds

algebraically and topologically. In addition, if w e H’(2), 1 <_kp, then
the equivalence relation holds for oo, 0 <_ oo 3/4.

Remark. A similar but more restrictive result holds for M with the
Pboundary condition replaced by ru--__(u, w)rh.

Outline of the proof. Let us consider the case where w e H’(2)
(L ). The other case is similarly treated. The original proof [2] of the
relation (1)is based on examining local regularity of a class of functions
in 2 near the boundary F. It seems, however, difficult to prove our
theorem along the same line. For a given g e H’(F), the boundary value
problem described by

ATu=0 in/2, and ru=g onF
admits a unique solution u e H((2), which is denoted by Ng. It is easy to
see that the operator N belongs to _C(H’(F) H((2)). Let u(t)=exp(--tM)uo
be. an arbitrary solution to eqn. (3). For any O, 1/203/4, set v(t)=
Lieu(t). Then we see that v(t) satisfies a differential equation in L((2)
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d_ff_v + (L-- F) v O, v(O) Vo L[uo,
dt

where. Fv--,__l (Lcv, w}Lc-ONh. The opera.tor F is subordinate to L-/

since w, e
Lemma 2.2. The operator L--F has a compact resolvent. There is a

0 such that 2-r U{2; Re/} is contained in p(L--F), and that
const(--L+F)-II

_
1 +ii’

e 27_r U{; Re,_/}.

for each/1, 0( /1( /.
It is not difficult to show that

( 5 ) (2--M)-I--L(2--L+F)-IL[
for Re2/. The. right-hand side o eqn. (5) is analytic in 2 e p(L--F).
Thus, (2--M)- ha.s an extension to an operator analytic in 2 e p(L--F).
The. extension is, however, nothing but the resolvent of M [1]. We have.
therefore shown that p(L--F) is contained in p(M), and that eqn. (5) holds
or e p(L--F).

Let us consider ractiona.1 powers o M and L--F. According to (5)
valid for 2 e p(L--F), we can show that
( 6 ) M---L(L--F)-L[.Lemma 2.:. The equivalence relation ((L--F):)=(L), 0_o
3/4+9 holds algebraically and topologically.

According to Lemma 2.3, we see that
L(L--F)Lz=Lc(L-- F)-(L--F)L[ e .ff(L(tO)),

since
L(tg) for any u e 2(L), and by the relation (6)

M-(L(L F)OLju) --u, or MOu--L(L-F)Lju,
which shows that _q)(L) is contained in _(M), and that

]lMul]_const Lull, u e 2(Lc).
As to the converse rela.tion, set v=Mu for u e _q)(M). Then,

u--L(L--F)-Lzv by (6)- -(L--L L (L--F) --F)Lzv e (L)
which proves tha.t _q)(M) is contained in 2(L), and that

Lull_constllMull, u e (M).
Therefore, we have shown that (M)=(L) with equivalent norms for
a.ny 9, 1/293/4.

The proof of the relation _q)(M)=_q)(L) or 0_w_1/2 is carried out
as follows" It k0 is chosen large enough, the. operator M=M+k is m-
accretive. Thus we. have

Lemma 2.4. The operator M is m-accretive for 0o1.
It is similarly shown that the operator L, 01 is m-accretive.

We remark that _q) (M%) .q)(M) 0g(o_l with equivalent norms. For a
fixed 8, 1/23/4, a generalization of the Heinz inequality [4] is applied
to M and L to derive that
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_ _
1

with equivalent norms. But, (M)=M and (L)=L since 31 [5].
This shows that .(M) .q) (MD .q) (LD
with equivalent norms. 0. E. D.

Details of the proof and related control theoretic results will appear
elsewhere.
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